
Do you have a baby
That knows what it’s doing?
Constantly weeing
and endlessly pooing?
That's making a mess 
As it sprays and it bawls?
Does it cover the carpets
And sofas and walls?

Then you need A NAPPY!
A handy container
That stores every morsel
That little beast makes ya.
The perfect defence against
Anything nasty
All rockslides, 
All wee-storms
All full-on poo-namis
Contained in its mesh.
The room will smell fresh!
The curtains aren’t stained!
You must deal with it, yes.
But crucially we help reducing projection
You’ve now saved the room from complete poo-dageddon!

Are you…in a meeting
That’s gone on too long?
Does your tummy ache
Does it feel a bit wrong?
Are you desperate to go
But worried you’re spoiling
The hard work you’ve done
If you run to the toilet?

Then you need A NAPPY



That’s slender, refined!
Executive cushioning for your behind!
Soon you’ll be strutting around like a boss
Dealing with two sets of business at once!
Yes, it’s not perfect, occasionally dregs
Will leak out in meetings and run down your legs
But you’ll gain promotion for one simple reason!
You follow things through all the way to completion!

Are you overcome 
By the heat of the sun?
Does it shines on your face? 
Does it ruin your fun?
Is it making your skin 
Go all blotchy and red?
Perhaps you need something 
To cover your head?

What you need’s A NAPPY!
Just get one that’s big
Add a black marker pen you’ve your own Elvis wig
That offers protection from those harmful rays
Whilst also ensuring no unwanted gaze 
From amorous suitors, farewell and good riddance!
Those looking for love will keep a good distance
From you in your wig as you strut round with pride
Plus you’ll have room for pigtails to stick out the sides!

Do you need a sponge 
When you’re washing the car?
Or a novelty case 
To hold your cigar?
Or a tea cosy? Mop head?
A nice pair of slippers?
A good talking point 



During tea at the vicar’s?
A personal cushion 
Just right for the opera?
A miniature hammock 
Designed for an otter?
A bucket, a kite, 
Your own suit of armour?
A replacement for skis
That makes skiing much harder?

Have you just seen 
Somebody robbing a bank?
Do you want to stop them
But don’t have a plan?
Perhaps you could throw something,
Cause them to slip?
Well, help is at hand! 
We have just the trick!

What you need’s A NAPPY
To fling and to trip him!
This time it’s best off if first off you fill it!
Soon you’ll be taking out experts in crime
With a freshly primed weapon pulled from your behind.
Flinging and bringing the crime rate to zero.
Our own nappy Champ, 
Yes our own Poop-erhero!
The people will cheer 
And the whole world will love ya!
Because you have NAPPIES 
As deep as they’re snazzy
And you’ll be so happy
Because they’ve got you 
Covered.


